
 

July 25, 2019                          MUNICIPAL WATER SYSTEM ISSUE  

 

To: Gerry Waterman, Town Clerk,  Selectboard - Newport Center VT 

From Barry Sahagian , Admin - Townewport.com 

First off, with respect, we request from the town clerk and selectmen cooperation on the 

following: 

Please do not use semantics to avoid answering questions.  I and we the people do not know all 

the specific terms you use in the town office to label and describe financial expenses and other 

details of town business.   

The job of the selectmen and town clerk according to our constitution is to aid the people in the 

business of the town and be "accountable at all times" please work with us.  Decisions that were 

made resulting in the water sewer bill increase of 2015 cost the water users approximately an  

additional $2,800 per water user in the last few years with no clear reasonable explanation,  no 

accountability on the reason why we got this increase in the first place.  To add insult to injury, 

even though the water project was completed over 6 months ago it has been decided the water 

users must wait an addition 2 years before the new billing using water meters will be 

implemented all the while the waters users continue to pay the inflated water/sewer bill @ $300 

per quarter.  This I estimate will cost the users another approximate $1,400 more than they 

should have to pay if the new billing were to be implemented.   

Questions for August 1 Select Board Meeting 

A & E Assessment 

Concerning the A & E documents  "Town of Vermont,  New Water Source,  Preliminary 

Assessment ,  May 2011.  This  assessment cost the Town water users (correct me if I am wrong 

approx $20,000?).  

 1.) Were any of the three Water Source Alternatives from Table 4.1.4 page  4 - 2 from the 

Preliminary Assessment implemented?  

 

2.)If so when?      If any were, please provide supporting documents  -  Ledger,  and Journal items 

expenses and details of what was done 

3.) Was Steve Barrup ( selectman chair) delegated to represent the select board for the meetings 

on 2011, 2012,  2013 and 2014 as was done in 2018 when the decisions were made that caused 

a deficit of 400,000? 

Current Deficit for the water system that users have to pay 



4.) What exactly is the current debt, deficit for water project as of this date today August 1, 

2019?  

5.) Were any new amounts added to the water fund deficit  in the last two Years 2018 and 2019? 

Amendment to Owner - Engineer Agreement 

Concerning the A & E document from the "Amendment to Owner - Engineer Agreement, by A & 

E Amendment #4.   Effective date May 11 2017. This document presented and voted/ finalized at 

June 2019 SBM.  

6a.) What exactly is the "Original Agreement Amount $44,000" for specifically -  from the 

journal  with descriptions, contracts, consultations,notes, materials  etc 

 

6b.) "Net change for prior amendments  84,000" what is/was the money to be spent on?  

Specifically,  contracts and services etc from journals or whatever/ however records on these 

items are kept.  Documents with numbers only and labels we are not familiar with are 

unacceptable.   

Water System Monitoring 

At recent SBM Steve quoted the town will monitor the meters for a period of 2 years.  

7a.) What will be the exact date the monitoring will end and we will have the new billing active?  

7b.)  Will the select board and clerk (or who it may concern)  need additional time after the two 

year monitoring period ends to process the monitoring information to create and implement the 

new billing plan?  

7c.) If so how long? 

7d.) What date will all the above be complete and the new billing implimented? 

Questions on how the new water bill will be calculated 

8.) What are the expenses the water users will be responsible for?  We know so far,  price per 

gallon and service fees.  Are there there any others? 

8a) How exactly will the service fee for the municipal water users be calculated? 

8b) How exactly will the price per gallon charges to municipal water users be calculated?  

Elliot Aldridge "On Board" 

Steve Mentioned on July 2019 SBM meeting that Elliot Aldridge are currently"on board' .  

9a.) What does on "board mean? exactly in reference to Steve Barrup's statement regarding 

A&E? 



9b.) On board for how long? 

9c.) In what capacity? 

9d.) At what cost?  

9e.) Are there any more items agreed on in agreement with A & E beyond the water manual 

from amendment that would be included in the statement Steve made " On Board".   

Footnote 

When we first got our increae in 2015 many showed up at the Select Board meetings.   I have 

learned from the state agencies I have communicated with that this is the one problem most 

people have and this frustrates the people of these agencies (Secretary of State, hydrologist, 

USDA in particular).   Their frustration is that the people are not aware of what is going on when 

decisions are being made like the decisions that were made that caused the water/sewer bill 

increase.  The people go to the state agencies after all has been decided and voted in...TO LATE 

it's a done deal..... We have two years to hopefully get relief on our water bill.   WE DO NOT 

HAVE TO WAIT.  Actions coud be taken to shorten time and get our water bill reduced.  But this 

can happen only if people get involved GET INVOLVED NOW!   If you do not, don't bother going 

to the meetings in two years when we find that our water bill increases even with the meters.   I 

have created a website and facebook.  We have a great way to communicate and get things 

done.   

 I have recently been looking at the towns finacial records from 2010 to present  and see the 

problem which is the deficit increase every year created by reckless spending which has fallen 

onto the water users.  Stay aware, communicate, vote. Democracy is power to people for the 

people, by the people.  If we do not use these powers it starts to be ineffecive.  The water bill 

may never go down if action is not take in time DO IT NOW or suffer the consequence.  GO to 

the next meeting or at least watch the video and get up to speed.   Please don't miss the 

opportunity ... 

Barry Sahagian 

Admin -TownNewport.com 


